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      Excellent content and well written providing students with supporting theory and guidance




  
          Mr Phillip Bowen




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent content that delivers information clearly




  
          Mr Phillip Bowen




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a well written and interesting text, but it does not ally clearly with the module curriculum at the moment.  We are considering developing more teaching in social enterprise, and if we did so, then this text would be recommended.




  
          Mrs Alice Owen




              


    
      



 


 
      Although not timely - the text was being written in 2007-2008 - the structure fits well with an undergraduate introduction to social enterprise.

A particularly helpful - and surprising - chapter on Strat Man for SEs.

A second edition would be a welcome addition...in time.




  
          Mr Simon Blake




              


    
      



 


 
      This a good resource exploring social enterprise as part of our management modules. It also provides thought for those wanting to explore this area rather than traditional employment routes




  
          Mr Simon Gillings




              


    
      



 


 
      A good introductory text to social enterprise that explores in particular how they are run and links to general theories of e.g. governance, management etc




  
          Mr Robin Miller




              


    
      



 


 
      Good for the student for understanding Social Entrepreneur and their business




  
          Mr Hendry Hartono




              


    
      



 


 
      Add to supplemental reading list.  A usefall addition to library resources.




  
           Timothy Savage




              


    
      



 


 
      The introduction chapter is one of the most insightful I have read about social enterprise. Overall however, the book is more suited to practicioners.




  
          Mr Dominic Chalmers
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The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.
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